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Human-Agriculture Relationship 

1. Student and Professor prep reading:  

a. “Food is Cheap at the Market, but Costs a lot Elsewhere” – Marion Nestle, and 

“U.S. Farming Subsidies: Cost U.S. Taxpayers Billions, Drive Developing World 

into More Poverty and Support Corporate Farms” – Gauri Jain. From Hungry for 

Change: Food Ethics and Sustainability, Northwest Earth Institute 

b. https://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2015/03/the_agricultural_revolution_histo

rys_biggest_fraud.html re: Sapiens by Yoval Noah Harari 

2. Interactive lecture – students are first prompted to describe their understanding of the 

human-agriculture relationship 

a. History review. Strive to answer: What is human’s relationship to food? How did 

we used to eat, and where were we on the food chain? What changed; when and 

how did agricultural processes begin? How have they transformed? [Think 

transformation from local to global] 

3. Small groups – groups of 3 or 4 for 5 minutes, to then share with class 

a. Current state: What are the consequences of our modern-day agricultural systems? 

Think about local, national, and global consequences. [think humans, plants, 

animals, complete ecosystems, etc.] 

b. Is this paradigm something that should change or be challenged? Why? 

4. Homework – Consumption analysis 

https://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2015/03/the_agricultural_revolution_historys_biggest_fraud.html
https://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2015/03/the_agricultural_revolution_historys_biggest_fraud.html


a. Evaluate: your food intake for the week (5-7 days) *chart below 

i. List and evaluate each item consumed; this includes beverages. Was it 

“natural” (whole food) or prepared/processed? How was the food 

packaged (not packaged, individually wrapped with plastic, plastic bag 

with plastic clip, etc.)? If prepared or processed, what are the first 3 

ingredients on the label? Does it contain animal products anywhere in the 

ingredient list? 

ii. Where did it come from? (city, state, country) How many miles did it 

travel to get to the place you bought and ate it? 

5. Homework – Reflection 

a. What did you learn about your eating habits? The food you consume? 

b. What actions are you inspired to take after this analysis? Why? 

6. Act Now – professor  

a. Provide local opportunities to get involved, such as community organizations, 

clubs, petitions, etc. 

b. Complete Civic Action Scorecard item #33 – eliminate consumption of single-use 

plastic for 7 continuous days; #34 - eliminate consumption of animal by-products 

for 7 continuous days 

*Consumption Analysis Chart 
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